
ZOUKAK SIDEWALKS

Arlequin Polished by Love
directed by Thomas Jolly
13-2- October at 8:30PM
Monnot Theater

Zoukak Sidewalks 2015 presents, in collaboration

with the French Institute: Arlequin Polished by

Love by Marivaux directed by Thomas Jolly, La

Piccola Familia Company.

A  fairy,  in  love  with  Arlequin  kidnaps  him.  His

handsome  face  has  seduced  and  blinded  her,

she was not aware of his lack of intelligence and

his  great  ignorance  of  everything.  She  hopes,

however,  to  be  loved  by  him.  This  without

considering  the  strong  and  innocent  of  first

feelings of love that the handsome Harlequin will

develop  for  a  young  shepherdess  in  the

vicinity.  Some  bulbs,  string  lights,  paper

streamers and an idyllic setting is posed for this

love story that will turn in favor of the sincere and

naive  love.  However,  it's  a  painful  exit  from

childhood for any young lovers exposed the evil

plans  of  a  powerful  woman driven  by  jealousy

and anger. 

French  Theater  director  Thomas  Jolly  became

known thanks to his huge staging of "Henry the

VI"  which  lasted  eighteen  hours.  For  this

important  piece  of  work  he  was  awarded  the

Molière for best director of a public theater show.

Tickets:
40000LL / reduced price for students: 20000LL
Reservations at Antoine Ticketing:
www.antoineticketing.com
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ZOUKAK SIDEWALKS

The Girl, the Devil
and the Mill
After the tales of the Brothers Grimm
Written & directed by Olivier Py
20 November at 7PM
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21 November at 3 & 7PM
Monnot Theater
 
Presented by the French Institute Lebanon in

collaboration with Zoukak Theatre Company &

Zoukak Sidewalks.

 
The brothers Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm spent

years gathering the tales and legends of northern

Europe; collecting several dozen folk tales and

countless different versions, sometimes changing

the story so as to spare bourgeois sensibilities.

Olivier Py found in their work the material for

plays that would allow him to show young

children the mysteries and conventions of “real”

theatre, without ever talking down to them. The

Girl, the Devil and the Mill is based on The Girl

Without Hands, keeping the same basic narrative

structure. It is the story of a naïve father who

makes a deal with the devil without realising that

it is his daughter he is sacrificing, and who ends

up cutting both her hands out of fear of the devil’s

revenge. But the young girl flees and begins a

journey fraught with perils and chance

encounters, with a gardener or with a prince, but

also with sleep and waiting. All those ordeals, all

those encounters, all those necessary steps

before possibly finding happiness, allow Olivier

Py to bring up numerous questions children often

ask themselves without daring to talk about them:

questions about death, the devil, love, war,

memory, about the relationship between a child

and his/her parents… An initiation journey that is

never sentimental, The Girl, the Devil and the Mill

is also a musical that speaks to the child in every

one of us.Very simple by design, it oscillates

between naivety and gravity, and ends with a ray

of hope. 

ABOUT OLIVIER PY

Actor, singer, writer-poet and smuggler of poems,

translating Shakespeare, director for the theatre
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  .   ، ّ   ،  and the opera: Olivier Py's research follows all

possible paths, both inner and concrete, looking

for a presence to the world, a fleeting answer to a

latent anxiety. In this adventure language is the

vehicle that takes him from trestles to stages, or

the deck of cards from which he draws; he likes it

to be both lyrical and crude, mysterious and

shared. He calls on that of Aeschylus, of Claudel,

of Shakespeare, or on his own, in plays that are

about the theatre, about transmission, about the

times, about faith. His experience as director of

the Centre dramatique national d'Orléans, of the

Odéon-Théâtre de l'Europe, then of the Festival

d'Avignon, have fed and enriched his reflection

about politics, power, and the world as humanity.

Questions that are at the heart of his two latest

creations, King Lear and Hacia la alegría

Tickets: 
40000LL / reduced price for students: 25000LL
Reservations at Antoine Ticketing:
www.antoineticketing.com
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ZOUKAK SIDEWALKS

Artist talk with David Eppel
14 December | 8PM Zoukak Studio

After a first collaboration in 2012, performing the

“Music  Box”  and  giving  workshops  at  Williams

College, Zoukak is happy to be hosting American

theater  director  and  Professor  of  Theatre  at

Williams, David Eppel. David will give a talk about

his personal journey in theater from 1960’s South

Africa  to  21st  century  theatre  in  the  American

academy.

David Eppel worked as an actor in South Africa

for  the  State  Theatre  of  the  Transvaal  (now

Gauteng). With a small group of actors and under

the  mentorship  of  the  late  Barney  Simon,  he

started  a  multi-racial  theatre  company,  which

afterwards  became  the  celebrated  Market

Theatre of Johannesburg.
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David  left  SA  in  1983  to  study  at  Columbia

University  School  of  the  Arts  in  New York.  He

has  directed  and  acted  professionally  in  New

York, Massachusetts and California and been on

the faculty of Williams College, in Williamstown,

MA  since  1986  and  Served  as  Chair  of

the department.  He directs student productions,

teaches  acting,  directing  theory,  and  dramatic

literature  and  has  developed  courses  for

Williams, amongst others, on activist theatre. 

Free Entrance |  
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Image courtesy by Jim Carmody

ZOUKAK SIDEWALKS
Fractalicious
A theatre performance by 
Transversal Theatre (USA)
Zoukak Studio, Adliyeh, Beirut
21 and 22 May 2015
8:30 pm | Free entrance
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Fractalicious!  is  “intermedial”  and  “post-

dramatic”  insofar  as  it  blends  media,  spaces,

consciousnesses,  and  realities  and  is

presentational, ironic, sincere, and comedic, and

features  every  design  aspect  working

interdependently  with  comparable  value.  The

performance  combines  five  components,  a

coalescing  pastiche  of  characters,  subject

positions,  performance  modes,  and  digital

technologies:  1)  an  actor  plays  a  professor’s

multiple co-existing sensibilities that cascade in a

chaotic unraveling and reorganizing of a stylized,

often  parodic,  lecture;  2)   a  dancer  occupies

multiple  subjectivities  and affects  competing for

the space of the professor for whom she is lover,

sadist,  and  symbiotic  (they  present  several

overlapping  stories);  3)  singers  sonically

punctuate  and  engage  the  fracturings  of

consciousness  and  subjectivity  as  they

breakdown  and  renew;  4)  videos  permute

extreme  phenomena  from  neurochemical  to

astronomical,  human  to  machinic,  horrific  to

beautiful,  and so on,  comprise,  complicate  and

enhance  the  landscape;  and  5)  DJs  weave

symphonically  various  sonic  lifelines,

biorhythmically  fusing  audience  with  all

performance elements. 
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Author Bryan Reynolds

Music by David Ba kovsk

Film by Michael Moshe Dahan

Directed by Guy Zimmerman

Choreographed by Jessica Emmanuel

Set designer Luke Cantarella

Lighting designer Lonnie Alcaraz

Costume designers Leila Burane & Shira Wolfe
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Stage manager Miguel Vale

Cast Bryan Reynolds, Jessica Emmanuel

and two singers from Beirut
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